Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?
Who Wants To Be Department Head?
5 Questions
1 - UA Undergraduate
2 - LPL Grad Student
3 - LPL Postdoc
4 - LPL Professor
5 - LPL Department Head

3 Lifelines
Phone a Friend
50/50
Ask The Audience
Answer correctly to become a UA Undergraduate

• Who won the World Series?
  • A - The Arizona Diamondbacks
  • B - The number 3
  • C - The planet Venus
  • D - The colour blue
Answer correctly to become an LPL Grad Student

• What will science do for you as a graduate student?

• A - Make you rich
• B - Make you famous
• C - Delay any meaningful career decision
• D - Find the answer to life, the universe, and everything
Answer correctly to become an LPL Postdoc

• What is more important than money to a postdoc?

• A - A social life
• B - An impressive publications list
• C - Alcohol
• D - Job security
Answer correctly to become an LPL Professor

• What should you not say when interviewing for a faculty position?
  • A - No need for startup money, I have $10M in grants already
  • B - That`s discussed in my bestselling book
  • C - I`d love to work in Gould-Simpson
  • D - It`s just chemistry, Jay
Answer correctly to become LPL Department Head

• Who actually runs the department?

• A - Mike Drake
• B - Noreen
• C - Joe Gotobed
• D - Space Aliens from the planet Graaaak